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Course Overview

This course introduces you to the concepts and activities associated with identifying and collecting the necessary data for business intelligence and data
analytics projects. As businesses create enormous amounts of data, an important aspect of business intelligence is the identification and collection of the
right data in the right context for the right audience. Those strategies of identification and collection will be addressed in this course, as well as strategies
for eliminating error and bias, and managing limitations in data collection. In your assignments and other activities, you will have opportunities to
demonstrate your ability to apply these factors as part of an overall strategy for a particular business intelligence and data analytics project. You will have
the opportunities to review the state-of-the-art software systems and work on prototype problems using those applications. You will review data
warehousing software and use the data warehouse software of your choice for your practices.

Course Competencies

To successfully complete this course, you will be expected to:

Course Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites for this course. 

Evaluate the range of factors including data source, storage, quality, and format and how those factors impact data
identification and collection activities.

1

Recommend strategies for locating and collecting internal data sources and elements from multiple sources that are
needed to support a business intelligence project.

2

Apply strategies for locating and collecting specific external data elements that are needed to complete a business
intelligence project.

3

Analyze how data errors, data quality, business intelligence bias, and limitations can impact the effectiveness and
accuracy of data that is identified and collected for a business intelligence project.

4

Communicate in a professional manner consistent with expectations in the field of business.5



Syllabus  Course Materials

Required

The materials listed below are required to complete the learning activities in this course.

Integrated Materials

Many of your required books are available via the VitalSource Bookshelf link in the courseroom, located in your Course Tools. Registered learners in a
Resource Kit program can access these materials using the courseroom link on the Friday before the course start date. Some materials are available
only in hard-copy format or by using an access code. For these materials, you will receive an email with further instructions for access. Visit the Course
Materials page on Campus for more information.

Book

Magal, S. R., & Word, J. (2012). Integrated business processes with ERP systems. Hoboken, NJ:Wiley. ISBN: 9780470478448

Library

The following required readings are provided in the Capella University Library or linked directly in this course. To find specific readings by journal or book
title, use Journal and Book Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book Locator library guide to learn how to use this tool.

• Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.

Suggested

The following materials are recommended to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course, but they are aligned to course activities and assessments and are highly recommended for your use.

Optional

The following optional materials are offered to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course.

Library

The following optional readings may be available in the Capella University Library. To find specific readings by journal or book title, use Journal and Book
Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book Locator library guide to learn how to use this tool. If the full text is not available, you may be able to request a copy
through the Interlibrary Loan service.

• Anonymous. (2012). Evolving the data warehouse: The next generation for financial services institutions. Journal of Performance
Management, 24(1).

• Chan, J. O. (2013). An architecture for big data analytics. Communications of the IIMA, 13(2).
• Clegg, D. (2015). Evolving data warehouse and BI architectures: The big data challenge. Business Intelligence Journal, 20(1), 19–24.



• Misljeneevik, B. (2017). Cloud platform solutions: Implementing data warehousing [Video]. Skillsoft Ireland.
• Moss, L. T. (2015). Enterprise data modeling: Lost art or essential science? Business Intelligence Journal, 27–32.
• Ng, R. T., Arocena, P. C., & Barbosa, D. (2013). Chapter 6: Information extraction for BI. In Synthesis lectures on data management: Perspectives
on business intelligence (pp. 67–92). San Rafael, CA: Morgan & Claypool Publishers.

• Obeidat, M., North, M., Richardson, R., Rattanak, V., & North, S. (2015). Business intelligence technology, applications, and trends. International
Management Review, 11(2), 47–56.

• Paxton, A. (2014). Big gain theory-data warehousing pays off. CAP Today, 28(11).
• van der Lans, R. (2012). Chapter 2: Business intelligence and data warehousing. In Data virtualization for business intelligence systems:
Revolutionizing data integration for data warehouses (pp. 46–57). Saint Louis, MO: Morgan Kaufmann.

• Wajong, A. M. R. (2015). Concept, method and business intelligence model. International Information Institute, 18(6).
• Wang, R. Y., & Strong, D. M. (1996). Beyond accuracy: What data quality means to data consumers. Journal of Management Information Systems,
12(4), 5–33.

• Wixom, B. H., & Watson, H. J. (2001). An empirical investigation of the factors affecting data warehousing success.MIS Quarterly, 25(1), 17–41.
• Yusof, E. M. B. M., & Yusof, A. R. M., (2013). The study on the application of business intelligence in manufacturing: A review. International Journal
of Business Intelligence Research, 4(1).

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some may no longer be valid. If you cannot
access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL. Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate
for educational use at the time of course publication.

• Aceoft Studios. (n.d.). ETL demo [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdXC91FwmD0
• Intricity 101. (n.d.).What is an ETL tool? [Video]. Retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_FCHYWGGug
• Kabiri, A., & Chiadmi, D. (2013). Survey on ETL processes. Journal of Theoretical and Applied Information Technology, 53.
• Learn With Video Tutorials. (2012, August 18). Data warehouse tutorial: Creating an ETL [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Akvz2x0az4
• Microsoft BI TV. (n.d.). History of business intelligence [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=_1y5jBESLPE&list=PL1E926A07DE052FA2
• Pejcoch, D. (2014). Critical evaluation of validation rules automated extraction from data [PDF]. Journal of Systems Integration, 5(4), 32–46.
• Perkins, A. (2003). Critical success factors for data warehouse engineering [PDF]. Retrieved from

http://www.visible.com/Company/whitepapers/dwcsf.pdf
• SAS. (n.d.). SAS Data Loader for Hadoop: A look at cleansing data [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from

http://video.sas.com/detail/video/4043133664001/sas -data-loader-for-hadoop:-a-look-at-cleansing-data?autoStart=true&q=a look at cleansing
data

• SAS. (n.d.). SAS Data Loader for Hadoop: A look at profiling data [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from
http://video.sas.com/detail/video/4043173828001/sas -data-loader-for-hadoop:-a-look-at-profiling-data?autoStart=true&q=look at profiling data

• SAS. (n.d.). SAS Data Loader for Hadoop: A look at transforming and joining data [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from
http://video.sas.com/detail/video/4043651095001/sas -data-loader-for-hadoop:-a-look-at-transforming-and-joining-data?
autoStart=true&q=transforming and joining data

• ScaleOut Marketing. (2014, November 24).What is operational intelligence? [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=H6OFzdIEy-g

• Zero to Pro Training. (2013, April 15). Business intelligence component - Extract, transform, and load (ETL) [Video]. | Transcript Retrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXxRtOlDSXw

Projects

Project  Data Warehouse Proposal

Project Overview

Imagine that you are a data analyst consulting with a company that is introducing a new product in the wireless smart home technology sector. You have
been asked to design, develop, and implement a data warehouse so the organization can collect information for various, as-yet-undefined data mining
projects. You may apply the concept of new product to any other verticals.

Using the information and insights you have gained during this course, write a detailed proposal for this project. The short assignments you have
completed throughout the course can be considered practice opportunities. This proposal should include sections that discuss data modeling; data
warehouse architecture and design; construction of the database or databases; and implementation and testing activities. You must use an ETL (Extract-
Transfer-Load) system to carry out your proposal. A sample data warehouse may be needed as the final product. The feedback you receive on your
assignments throughout the course will help you develop your ideas for this project.

• Introduction: An introduction that explains the context of your proposal.
• Problem statement: A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.



Unit 1  Introduction to Data Warehousing

u01s1 - Studies

• Project description: The specific details of your proposed solution.
• Conclusion: A brief summary that recaps the problem and recommended action (implementation of the solution).
• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to the current APA style and formatting.
• Number of resources: Minimum of four resources, cited in APA format.
• Length of paper: 8–15 typed double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Arial, 10 point.

Project Components

Activity Grade
Weight
(%)

u05a1 - Data Warehouse Proposal 25

Introduction

At the core of any business intelligence (BI) effort, there is data and this data needs to be located, identified, and transformed from isolated information
into contextual knowledge that business leaders can use to make operational, tactical, and strategic decisions. Over the next five weeks, this course will
explore the activities, functions, employment of technologies, and decisions that need to be made in order to locate, identify, collect, store, and use the
data that a business or organization creates.

The purpose of business intelligence is to provide the theories, techniques, and technologies that are needed in order to create meaningful information
from raw data. When starting a BI project, one of the first issues that should be considered is the fact that the data generated by the activities of a
business—the online transaction processing systems data—is not the data that will be used for the various BI analyses. For a number of reasons, the
data that is generated in the course of doing business must be processed before it can be used for business intelligence purposes. The data for data
mining is not the actual operational data, but rather the copied and cleansed data, which is stored in a data warehouse. Obviously, in the process of data
preparation, the quality of data is improved for creation of actionable knowledge.

You will explore the activities around locating, identifying, preparing, collecting, performing quality control, and storing that data in later units. However, in
this unit, the readings explore the business factors that should be considered when an organization is embarking on a BI project. While the technical
issues around data collection, cleansing, and storage are important, this unit focuses on the importance of identifying the business requirements,
recognizing the impact of stakeholder buy-in, and generally understanding the current environment in which the data exists.

Multimedia
• View Identifying Data for Business Intelligence Activities.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Integrated Business Processes With ERP Systems text to read:

• Chapter 2, "Introduction to Enterprise Systems," pages 23–48.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.
◦ Chapter 1, "Gaining Data Warehouse Success," pages 3–30.
◦ Chapter 3, "Understanding Where You Are and Finding Your Way," pages 51–73.
◦ Chapter 6, "Providing Business Requirements," pages 135–171.

Optional Readings
Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Clegg, D. (2015). Evolving data warehouse and BI architectures: The big data challenge. Business Intelligence Journal, 20(1), 19–24.



u01s2 - Project Preparation

u01a1 - Business Intelligence Proposal

• Obeidat, M., North, M., Richardson, R., Rattanak, V., & North, S. (2015). Business intelligence technology, applications, and trends. International
Management Review, 11(2), 47–56.

• Wajong, A. M. R. (2015). Concept, method and business intelligence model. International Information Institute, 18(6).

Optional Internet Resources
Use the Internet to view these videos:

• Microsoft BI TV. (n.d.). History of business intelligence [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_1y5jBESLPE&list=PL1E926A07DE052FA2

• Zero to Pro Training. (2013). Business intelligence component - Extract, transform, and load (ETL) [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXxRtOlDSXw

Read the course project description and scoring guide to learn the requirements for your course project.

There are no separate components for this project; however, you are encouraged to begin working on it in Unit 3, in order to have sufficient time to
complete it by Unit 5.

Imagine that you are a senior analyst in the business intelligence department of a company manufacturing automobile parts. The marketing vice
president is complaining about the poor response by IT in providing strategic information. The required data are from four operational systems, all
running on relational databases. These are four types of sales applications. You need data to update the sales data. For this assignment, draft a proposal
to the marketing vice president that introduces the concept of data warehousing, as well as how data warehousing and analytics activities, as part of
business intelligence for your company, would be the optimal solution.

Writing a business proposal does not need to be a daunting process. Proposals are usually written in business letter or memo format and are simply a
tool used to present an idea or request and the supporting information. A good proposal structure includes:

• An introduction that explains your purpose.
• A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.
• The specific details of your proposed solution.
• A high-level discussion of costs or issues that would need to be addressed in order to move forward with the solution.
• A brief summary that recaps the problem and solution.
• The methodology and technology that will be introduced.

In this case, you are not expected to present information about costs, but you may want to use the section before the summary to introduce any issues
that need to be explored if the marketing vice president decides to move forward with your proposal.

As you develop your assignment, you may find that your assigned readings or articles found in the Capella University Library useful to your work. Use
assigned readings and other professional literature to support your assignment. Cite references, adhering to APA style and format guidelines.

View the scoring guide for this assignment to ensure you address all grading criteria.

Submission Requirements
• Cover page: Include title of paper, your name, the course name, the instructor's name, and the date.
• Table of Contents.
• Introduction: An introduction that explains the context of your proposal.
• Problem statement: A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.
• Conclusion: A brief summary that recaps the problem and recommended action (implementation of the solution).
• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to the current APA style and formatting.



u01d1 - Benefits of Data Warehousing

u01d2 - Data Warehousing Requirements

• Length of paper: 3–6 typed double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Arial, 10 point.

Course Resources

In order to design a data warehouse that will meet the current and future needs of the business, one must have a good understanding of business in
general, as well as a deeper understanding of the challenges that business faces and may face in the future. Thus, well-documented requirements are
not only useful for the initial project but also should remain accurate for years.

For this discussion:

• Select a business with which you are reasonably familiar, either personally or through public information and reporting about the business.
• Identify a specific need for a data warehouse for that business and:

◦ Explain how a data warehouse would address the specific needs of that business.
◦ Identify what sources of data would be needed.
◦ Explain how the internal data would need to be identified.

• Identify potential cost-benefit incentives that should be considered.
• Search for and rank available data warehouse software and identify the attributes (dimensions) used for the selection process.

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u01d1 - Learning Components

• Identify internal data elements.
• Define data warehouse.
• Identify business requirements.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify external data elements.
• Identify factors associated with data identification and collection.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.
• Identify data.

APA Style and Format

Business and Technical Writing

Introduction to the Writing Center

How Do I Find Peer-Reviewed Articles?

Capella University Library

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



Unit 2  Data Model Requirements for Business Decisions

u02s1 - Studies

Imagine that you are working with the business intelligence (BI) department of an organization that is exploring the use of data warehousing in the
context of marketing intelligence analysis. If you are unfamiliar with the concept of marketing intelligence, you may benefit from using an online search to
familiarize yourself with the term. You have been asked to explain what information is needed in order to begin discussing data warehouse and data mart
requirements.

Identify and describe data warehouse or data mart requirements for this situation. As part of your explanation, address the fact that the impact of
business requirements on data attributes, such as data storage, quality, and structure, will influence the source identification process. Review the
software applications available in the market and identify the importance of their attributes (dimensions) for different environments.

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u01d2 - Learning Components

• Define data quality.
• Define a data mart project.
• Define data warehouse.
• Identify business requirements.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.

Introduction

Remember that data warehouses are created in order to conduct queries and generate reports that can be used to support business intelligence-
driven decisions. You should consider what would happen if you simply identified all the operations in a business that generated data and developed a
plan for gathering it together in one place. Imagine a warehouse filled with hundreds of thousands of bankers' boxes stuffed with reports and charts and
file folders. As Reeves (2009) writes, "How the data is organized can have a significant impact on how well the environment will work. A great deal of
thought and care must go into the design of the data" (p. 175). While there is more than one method of data modeling, dimensional models are
specifically intended to support the queries and reporting that businesses have in mind when they undertake a data warehouse project. Data modeling
allows for successful definition and understanding of the data requirements of the project, and dimensional modeling is intended to help ensure data is
placed in the data warehouse in a manner that allows for relatively fast and easy retrieval by end users. Review the functionalities of data warehousing
tools listed in Unit 1. Identify the functionalities that accommodate for dimensional modeling.

In addition to the data modeling requirements, there are other information management concepts to be addressed when undertaking a data warehouse
project such as master data management; these concepts must consider data quality and data governance. This has a paramount impact for conducting
integration while collecting specific internal data elements from multiple sources.

Reference

Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Indianapolis, IN: Wiley.

Multimedia
• View The Role of Master Data Management and Data Governance.

Learning Activities

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



u02a1 - Data Modeling Requirements

Readings
Use your Integrated Business Processes With ERP Systems text to read the following:

• Chapter 4, "The Procurement Process," pages 83–126.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.
◦ Chapter 7, "Modeling the Data for your Business," pages 175–230.
◦ Chapter 8, "Managing Data as a Corporate Asset," pages 231–273.

Optional Readings
The following readings may be available in the Capella library:

• Wang, R. Y., & Strong, D. M. (1996). Beyond accuracy: What data quality means to data consumers. Journal of Management Information Systems,
12(4), 5–33.

• Moss, L. T. (2015). Enterprise data modeling: Lost art or essential science? Business Intelligence Journal, 27–32.
• Anonymous, (2012). Evolving the data warehouse: The next generation for financial services institutions. Journal of Performance
Management, 24(1).

Optional Internet Resources
Use the Internet to view these tutorials:

• SAS. (n.d.). SAS Data Loader for Hadoop: A look at cleansing data | Transcript. Retrieved from
http://video.sas.com/detail/video/4043133664001/sas -data-loader-for-hadoop:-a-look-at-cleansing-data?autoStart=true&q=a look at cleansing
data

• SAS. (n.d.). SAS Data Loader for Hadoop: A look at profiling data | Transcript. Retrieved from
http://video.sas.com/detail/video/4043173828001/sas -data-loader-for-hadoop:-a-look-at-profiling-data?autoStart=true&q=look at profiling data

• SAS. (n.d.). SAS Data Loader for Hadoop: A look at transforming and joining data | Transcript. Retrieved from
http://video.sas.com/detail/video/4043651095001/sas -data-loader-for-hadoop:-a-look-at-transforming-and-joining-data?
autoStart=true&q=transforming and joining data

You have been hired as a consultant to lead a discussion of the various considerations and issues that are associated with data modeling requirements.
Prepare a presentation or document to be used during this discussion, including the following issues:

• Major design issues that need to be addressed before proceeding with the data design.
• Different approaches to dimensional modeling.
• Hierarchies and categories as applicable to a dimension table.
• Differences between dimension tables (wide) and fact tables (deep).
• The star schema and component tables.
• Data granularity in a data warehouse.
• Three advantages of the star schema and any disadvantages of the star schema.
• From the tools that are available for data modeling, identify the ones that would be the proper application for your project proposed in Unit 1.

Your presentation or document should open with a broad discussion of data modeling requirements and close with a summation of your points. The
issues listed above can be addressed in short responses, consisting of one or two paragraphs each and introduced by headings.

As you develop your assignment, you may find that your assigned readings or articles found in the Capella University Library may be useful to your work.
Support your assignment with readings and cite references, adhering to APA style and format guidelines.

Submission Requirements
• Cover page: Include title of paper, your name, the course name, the instructor's name, and the date.
• Table of Contents.
• Introduction: An introduction that explains the context of your proposal.



u02d1 - Data Modeling and the Data Warehouse

u02d2 - Business Requirements: Internal Data Sources

• Problem statement: A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.
• Conclusion: A brief summary that recaps the problem and recommended action (implementation of the solution).
• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to the current APA style and formatting.
• Length of paper: 3–6 typed double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Arial, 10 point.

View the scoring guide for this assignment to ensure you address all grading criteria.

Course Resources

As pointed out in the readings for this week, the organization of the data in a data warehouse is a key factor in the functionality and usability of the data
warehouse. Describe, in detail, the relationship among data modeling, different types of databases, and the overall design of a data warehouse. Be sure
to address the purpose of dimensional models, discuss the basic components of a dimensional model, and analyze how the basic components contribute
to the modeling process. Discuss the compatibility, or lack of it, between data modeling and data warehousing software.

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u02d1 - Learning Components

• Define data modeling.
• Define data warehouse.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Define data hierarchy.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.
• Identify tables and schemas for data modeling.

Imagine that you have been approached to discuss business intelligence in the customer order processing environment of a business. The purpose of
this project, from the perspective of the business stakeholders, is to maximize customer services by expediting the production process. Identify potential
internal sources of data, including potential business operating systems that will provide sources of data and describe a strategy for data source
identification. Also, address the compatibility among the data sources and the operating systems. Be sure to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
your approach. What questions would you need to answer in order to provide more information or insight on their project? In the data warehousing
software, discuss how internal and external data sources are integrated.

APA Style and Format

Introduction to the Writing Center

How Do I Find Peer-Reviewed Articles?

Capella University Library

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



Unit 3  Designing the Data Warehouse

u03s1 - Studies

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u02d2 - Learning Components

• Identify internal data elements.
• Identify strategies for locating and collecting data.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify external data elements.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.

Introduction

The importance of the database to the success of the data warehouse cannot be overstated. Creating and maintaining a data warehouse requires a
significant commitment of time, money, and other corporate resources; but the return on that investment is a data warehouse that is integral to defining
and achieving key enterprise goals and strategic initiatives. The importance of reliable, accessible data is highlighted when one experiences the
inefficiencies of collecting data from disparate external systems that use different data structure and databases. Thus, the choice of the database is
considered by many to be one of the key factors in the success and usability when designing the data warehouse.

That said consider the following analogy: Not many people will attempt to draw his or her own blueprints when in the market for a new home. Instead, the
prospective homeowner considers his or her preferences and needs, how the home will be used, what lifestyle factors are most important, and so forth.
In the same way, businesses need to be engaged in the iterative process of developing a data warehouse. It is a process rather than a single decision; it
is a series of conversations and opportunities to revisit organizational needs and the goals of the data warehouse project. The requirements documents
that are generated during the definition phases of a project should drive the decisions that are made about the database.

There are varieties of approaches to database design (architecture) and arguments can be made for and against all of them. However, one cannot make
a well-supported argument against the value of developing a database design that addresses the technical considerations of the business's
requirements.

Multimedia
• Click External Data and Data Enrichment Activities to launch the presentation.

Course Resources

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Integrated Business Processes With ERP Systems text to read the following:

• Chapter 9, "Process Integration," pages 315–348.

Use the Capella library to complete the following:

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

External Data and Data Enrichment Activities



u03s2 - Project Preparation

u03a1 - Data Extraction

• Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.
◦ Read Chapter 9, "Architecture, Infrastructure, and Tools," pages 277–313.
◦ Review Chapters 7 and 8 as necessary.

Optional Readings
Use the Internet to read the following:

• Perkins, A. (2003). Critical success factors for data warehouse engineering. Retrieved from
http://www.visible.com/Company/whitepapers/dwcsf.pdf

◦ This paper will provide background and context that you will find helpful as you begin your Data Warehouse Proposal course project.

• Pejcoch, D. (2014). Critical evaluation of validation rules automated extraction from data [PDF]. Journal of Systems Integration, 5(4), 32–46.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Ng, R. T., Arocena, P. C., & Barbosa, D. (2013). Chapter 6: Information extraction for BI. In Synthesis lectures on data management: Perspectives
on business intelligence (pp. 67–92). San Rafael, CA: Morgan & Claypool Publishers.

• Chan, J. O. (2013). An architecture for big data analytics. Communications of the IIMA, 13(2).

Optional Internet Resources
Use the Internet to view this video:

• Intricity 101. (n.d.).What is an ETL tool? [Video]. Retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_FCHYWGGug

At this point in the course, you should begin work on your Data Warehouse Proposal project that is due at the end of Unit 5. The work you have
completed up to this point should provide sufficient context to begin work on the proposal.

u03s2 - Learning Components

• Define data warehouse.
• Identify factors associated with data identification and collection.

Select a company or organization with which you are reasonably familiar. Imagine that you have been asked for advice with their planning efforts to begin
a data warehouse project. Specifically, you have been asked to address issues around data extraction activities.

Write a recommendation for a process to identify internal data sources. Specify the computing platforms and source files from which data can be
extracted and discuss ways in which data might be augmented with external data sources. Discuss the compatibility of the organization's data structures
with the external sources. Also, discuss the methods used for data extraction. What factors and attributes are considered when choosing an application
for data extraction and their importance? List the essential attributes and rank the list of software options.

As you develop your assignment, you may find that your assigned readings or articles found in the Capella University Library useful to your work. If you
use assigned readings or other professional literature to support your assignment, cite references, adhering to APA style and format guidelines.

Submission Requirements
• Cover page: Include title of paper, your name, the course name, the instructor's name, and the date.
• Table of Contents.
• Introduction: An introduction that explains the context of your proposal.
• Problem statement: A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.
• Conclusion: A brief summary that recaps the problem and recommended action (implementation of the solution).
• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.



u03d1 - Strategic Decisions for Data Sourcing

u03d2 - Data Sourcing

• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to the current APA style and formatting.
• Length of paper: 3–6 typed double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Arial, 10 point.

View the scoring guide for this assignment to ensure you address all grading criteria.

Course Resources

Imagine that you are talking with a business colleague. Knowing that you have been studying BI and specifically data warehousing, your colleague
describes that his or her current project is data mart dealing with sales planning. Your colleague asks for your thoughts in terms of next steps, which you
see as the need to develop a logical design. Explain the steps that need to be taken and any potential problems or issues that need to be addressed by
either the business partners or the IT professionals. Be sure to address the benefits, risks, and other issues associated with using external data. Discuss
the availability of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems as the primary data source.

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u03d1 - Learning Components

• Describe the ETL process.
• Define data quality.
• Define a data mart project.
• Identify the phases of a business intelligence project.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify limitations of a business intelligence project.
• Identify external data elements.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.
• Identify benefits of ETL activities.

Source data coming into the data warehouse may be grouped into four broad categories: Production data, archived data, external data, and internal data.
How do we identify the source of required internal data for a business intelligence project? How do we retrieve the required data? How do we address the
compatibility of data sources in ERP with the data warehouse application?
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Unit 4  Extraction, Transformation, and Loading: Quality and Requirements

u04s1 - Studies

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u03d2 - Learning Components

• Describe the ETL process.
• Define data quality.
• Identify internal data elements.
• Identify strategies for locating and collecting data.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify external data elements.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.

Introduction

In the context of data warehousing and alignment with organization objectives, you will look at external data sources and explore optimizing a data
warehouse strategy to support effective data management. As discussed throughout the course, ETL (Extract-Transfer-Load) tools, or the ETL process,
are used to transport data from various sources into a suitable format and loaded into a data mart or data warehouse. You will collect data to facilitate
analysis and conducting business intelligence for decision-making purposes.

Multimedia
• Click ETL Expectations and Pitfalls to launch the presentation.

Course Resources

Learning Activities

Readings
Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.
◦ Chapter 10, "Implementation: Building the Database," pages 315–339.
◦ Chapter 11, "Data Delivery: What You Finally See," pages 341–366.

Optional Readings
Use the Internet to read the following:

• Kabiri, A., & Chiadmi, D. (2013). Survey on ETL processes. Journal of Theoretical and Applied Information Technology, 53.

Use the Capella library to read the following:
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u04a1 - ETL Functional Analysis

• van der Lans, R. (2012). Chapter 2: Business intelligence and data warehousing. In Data virtualization for business intelligence systems:
Revolutionizing data integration for data warehouses (pp. 46–57). Saint Louis, MO: Morgan Kaufmann.

• Yusof, E. M. B. M., & Yusof, A. R. M., (2013). The study on the application of business intelligence in manufacturing: A review. International Journal
of Business Intelligence Research, 4(1).

Optional Internet Resources
Use the Internet to view these videos:

• Learn With Video Tutorials. (2012). Data warehouse tutorial: Creating an ETL [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9Akvz2x0az4

• Aceoft Studios. (n.d.). ETL demo [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdXC91FwmD0
• Misljeneevik, B. (2017). Cloud platform solutions: Implementing data warehousing [Video]. Skillsoft Ireland.

You are consulting with a company (industry of your preference, service or manufacturing, such as banking, pharmaceutical, high tech, consumer
packaged goods [CPG]) that is working on a data warehouse project. As the project approaches the implementation phase, you realize that success at
this critical juncture depends on key stakeholders.

Create a diagram that illustrates the concept of the ETL process. Incorporate data sources from the enterprise under study as a part of your extraction.

To create your diagram, you may use Microsoft Visio, Word, PowerPoint, or another software of your choice. If needed, use the Microsoft Office Software
link in the Resources to find tutorials about using the software of your choice.

Explain your model in a summary to include:

• Outline of the ETL process.
• Any assumptions or limitations with data collection, extraction, and storage.
• Identification of the data sources as outlined by the manager or leader of the project team.
• A preliminary outline of the types of reports that can be used by business managers, leadership, and other stakeholders for databased business

decision-making.
• The major challenges of this project regarding database conformity, data structure, and data warehousing tools that you have identified. Suggest

some practical steps to meet these challenges.

As you develop your assignment, you may find that your assigned readings or articles found in the Capella University Library useful to your work. If you
use assigned readings or other professional literature to support your assignment, cite references, adhering to APA style and format guidelines.

Submission Requirements
• Cover page: Include title of paper, your name, the course name, the instructor's name, and the date.
• Table of Contents.
• Introduction: An introduction that explains the context of your proposal.
• Problem statement: A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.
• Conclusion: A brief summary that recaps the problem and recommended action (implementation of the solution).
• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to the current APA style and formatting.
• Length of paper: 3–6 typed double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Arial, 10 point.

View the scoring guide for this assignment to ensure you address all grading criteria.

Course Resources
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u04d1 - ETL and Data Pollution

u04d2 - Master Data Management and Data Quality

Imagine that you are talking with a business colleague, who describes a project he or she is working on at his or her organization—a data mining project
for the marketing and sales department, which is intended to measure the impact of advertising spending. Your colleague claims that he or she considers
his or her involvement is "almost over" because "the IT team is ready to start the ETL process. Now that the data sources are clearly identified, I am
done, right? Besides, this part is just cut and paste, and start producing the business intelligence!"

Explain why your colleague should plan to stay more involved with this project. You may want to explain the kinds of problems could arise and in what
ways ETL operations sometimes experience problems with data pollution. Explain how data modeling through ETL will help in identifying poor quality
data.

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u04d1 - Learning Components

• Describe the ETL process.
• Define data quality.
• Identify business requirements.
• Define business intelligence bias.
• Identify the phases of a business intelligence project.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify factors associated with data identification and collection.
• Identify data errors.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.
• Define data collection.
• Identify benefits of ETL activities.

List five reasons why you think data quality is critical in a data warehouse. Explain how data quality is much more than just data accuracy and give an
example. What is the proactive measure to minimize data error? Is master data management the best method to rectify data error? Why?

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

Microsoft Office Software

Capella University Library

Cloud Platform Solutions: Implementing Data Warehousing
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Unit 5  Applying Strategy for Assessing Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Requirements

u05s1 - Studies

u04d2 - Learning Components

• Define data quality.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify limitations of a business intelligence project.
• Identify data errors.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.
• Describe the process of identifying business rules.

Introduction

Now that business requirements have been defined, data sources have been identified, database decisions have been made, and the data warehouse
project has become a reality, what is next? In the readings for this unit, Reeves (2009) looks at the issue from two perspectives. First, there is the
question of what final steps are involved in releasing and finalizing the project. The second issue is an exploration of what the long-term success of a
data warehouse project might look like and how the business owners can help to ensure that success. An important factor to keep in mind is that the
more thought that has gone into logical, business-oriented development on the front end will make for a more responsive and adaptive data warehouse
in the future.

Finally, the long-term success of a data warehouse includes consideration of the financial investment of maintaining a current system including the
updates of the whole system.

Reference

Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Indianapolis, IN: Wiley.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Reeves, L. L. (2009). A manager's guide to data warehousing. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.
◦ Chapter 12, "Managing the Production Data Warehouse," pages 369–396.
◦ Chapter 13, "Achieving Long-Term Success," pages 397–420.

Optional Readings
Use the Capella library to read or review the following:

• Wixom, B. H., & Watson, H. J. (2001). An empirical investigation of the factors affecting data warehousing success. MIS Quarterly, 25(1), 17–41.
• Clegg, D. (2015). Evolving data warehouse and BI architectures: The big data challenge. Business Intelligence Journal, 20(1), 19–24.
• Paxton, A. (2014). Big gain theory-data warehousing pays off. CAP Today, 28(11).

Optional Internet Resources
Use the Internet to view these videos:

• Microsoft BI TV. (n.d.). History of business intelligence [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_1y5jBESLPE&list=PL1E926A07DE052FA2

• ScaleOut Marketing. (2014).What is operational intelligence? [Video] | Transcript. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6OFzdIEy-g
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u05d1 - Data Mining and ETL

u05a1 - Data Warehouse Proposal

Using what you have learned over the last five weeks, describe a strategy for evaluating data quality in a business intelligence project. Consider all the
phases of the project, from the initial discussions of business requirements through the ETL (Extract-Transfer-Load) phase. Describe the impact of data
error on the business intelligence process. Assess the impact of data quality as a requirement for the business intelligence problem. What measures can
be taken proactively to minimize these risks?

Response Guidelines
Read your peers' initial discussion posts and respond to at least two of them. Compare your post to those of your peers and note any differences. Explain
why you agree or disagree with your peers' views and analyses. Your responses are expected to be substantive in nature and should reference the
assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views.

Course Resources

u05d1 - Learning Components

• Describe the ETL process.
• Define data quality.
• Identify the phases of a business intelligence project.
• Use appropriate business intelligence terminology.
• Identify limitations of a business intelligence project.
• Use appropriate grammar and punctuation.
• Define business intelligence project.
• Describe what makes data effective and accurate.

Imagine that you are a data analyst consulting with a company. Select the industry you wish to focus on, such as:

• Wireless smart home technology.
• CPG (Consumer Packaged Goods).
• Pharmaceutical.
• Logistics.
• Warehouse management.
• Other industry of your choice.

You have been asked to design, develop, and implement a data warehouse so that the organization can collect information for various, as yet undefined
business intelligence projects.

Using the information and insights you have gained during this course, write a detailed proposal for this project. Make three hypothetical sources of data
for this purpose. You may use any public database for this purpose. Use an ETL system for formation of this data warehouse. The short assignments that
you have completed throughout the course can be considered practice opportunities. This proposal should include sections that discuss:

• Data modeling.
• Data warehouse architecture and design.
• Construction of the database or databases.
• Implementation and testing activities.

The feedback you received earlier in the course will help you develop your ideas for this project. Review the project description and scoring guide to
ensure you address all grading criteria.

Submission Requirements
• Cover page: Include title of paper, your name, the course name, the instructor's name, and the date.
• Table of Contents.
• Introduction: An introduction that explains the context of your proposal.
• Problem statement: A brief description of the problem or context for the issue you are discussing.
• Project description: The specific details of your proposed solution.
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• Conclusion: A brief summary that recaps the problem and recommended action (implementation of the solution).
• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to the current APA style and formatting.
• Number of resources: Minimum of four resources.
• Length of paper: 8–15 typed double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Arial, 10 point.

Course Resources

APA Style and Format

Business and Technical Writing

Introduction to the Writing Center

How Do I Find Peer-Reviewed Articles?

Capella University Library




